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Aviation and the Environment: 
Our Commitment to a Better Future

our most immediate challenge is to continue to 
allow the global economy to prosper and to grow 
our industry responsibly, while minimizing impacts 
on the global ecosystem. like our industry’s 
approach to safety, this is an issue that beckons 
for global solutions, not regional ones. the chal
lenge is to develop a framework that everyone  
can join — a framework that moves the  
industry forward. 

We know we can do it. We have a strong envi
ronmental track record as an industry. During the 
past 40 years, we’ve reduced noise by 75 per cent. 
We’ve reduced carbon dioxide (co2) intensity by 
70 percent. We’ve virtually eliminated hydrocarbon 
emissions and soot. 

Still, aviation’s carbon footprint today is 2 per
cent of global co2 emissions, according to the 
united nations intergovernmental panel on climate 
change, and we must be part of a solution that 
addresses the environmental impact of our industry.

At boeing commercial Airplanes, we firmly 
believe that market demand and competition will 
continue to drive new product innovation and 
improved fuel efficiency, and that solutions based 
on technology and operational efficiency are the 
best path forward. to that end, we have adopted 
four guiding principles as we work both within 
boeing and around the world with our colleagues, 
customers, and partners.

We all recognize that air transportation 
plays a vital role in continued global 
economic growth. Eight percent of  
the world’s growth in gross domestic 
product can be directly attributed  
to air travel, making it essential to  
the global economy. 

Scott carSon
Executive Vice President, 
The Boeing Company 
President and Chief Executive Officer, 
Boeing Commercial Airplanes
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pioneer new technologies relentlessly pursue manufacturing and lifecycle improvements

75% 100%
Focus on improving fuel and co2 efficiency, reducing noise 
footprints, and developing lowcarbon alternative fuels.

more than 75 percent of technology research and 
development will benefit environmental performance.

Develop iSo 14001 certification plan for 100 percent of 
boeing commercial Airplanes’ manufacturing sites.

use lean+ practices to reduce impact. maximize recycling 
initiatives, including metals and composites.

Deliver progressive new products and services improve performance of worldwide fleet operations

15% 25%

each new airplane generation will deliver at least 15 percent 
improvement in co2 and fuel efficiency.

continue our dedication to design innovation.

Focus on efficiency improvements in worldwide fleet fuel 
use and co2 emissions by 2020.

partner with customers to achieve performance.

Our Plan and Commitments

n First, we believe technology unlocks the  
future. much of our airplane development  
work — be it weight reduction or advanced 
aero dynamics — is focused on fuel efficiency. 
more than 75 percent of boeing commercial 
Airplanes’ research and development effectively 
contributes to improving the environmental 
performance of our products. We also have 
developed alternative materials and processes 
for manufacturing and maintenance. 

n Second, CO2 and fuel are the focus of our 
efforts. We are committed to improving the  
fuel efficiency and co2 emissions for each new 
generation of airliners by at least 15 percent. 
our newest airplanes, the 787 Dreamliner and 
the 7478, exemplify our dedication to environ
mental design. incorporating four innovative 
technologies — new engines, increased use  
of lightweight composite materials, high
efficiency systems applications, and modern 
aerodynamics — the 787 is designed to pro
vide a 20 percent improvement in fuel use and 
an equivalent reduction in co2 emissions com
pared to today’s similarly sized airplanes. the 
7478 offers a 16 percent improvement in fuel 
use and co2 emissions over the 747400. We 
also continue to explore farreaching projects, 
such as lowcarbon alternative fuels for 
aviation use.

n Third, we believe aviation system efficiency is 
essential. even the most fuelefficient airplane 
can’t achieve its highest efficiency levels if it  
is forced to fly indirect routes and to circle 
overhead waiting to land. therefore, it is crucial 
that we do everything in our power to make 
improvements to the global air transportation 
system a priority and a reality. one example  
is boeing’s “tailored Arrival” concept, which 
increases airplane arrival efficiency by estab
lish ing a predictable continuous descent rather 
than the current stepdown descent. trials 
have demonstrated that implementing these 
types of advanced arrival techniques can save 
up to 500 gallons of fuel per flight.

n Fourth, a global approach involves and benefits 
everyone. As i mentioned earlier, the envi ron
mental challenge is a global issue that demands 
global solutions, not regional ones. this means 
that continuous performance improvement and 
technological innovation must be accompanied 
by strong working partnerships among industry, 
academia, and governments. together with our 
airline cus tomers and other industry leaders, 
we are firmly committed to a pathway toward 
carbonneutral growth and the aspiration of  
a carbonfree future.

today, we have the very real opportunity to 
demonstrate our technical prowess as an industry 
and help define the legacy of flying for generations 
to come. Working together, we can identify solu
tions and approaches that will help our industry 
address environmental challenges regardless of 
geographical markets — and in the process build 
a healthier, more environmentally progressive avi
ation industry that delivers value to everyone who 
depends on the global air transportation system.

Scott carSon 
Executive Vice President, 
The Boeing Company 
President and Chief Executive Officer, 
Boeing Commercial Airplanes
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BOEING'S GOAL IS TO  
ACHIEVE 90 TO 95 PERCENT 
RECYCLABILITY OF  
THE WORLD’S FLEET  
BY 2012 BY TAKING 
ADVANTAGE OF INDUSTRY 
EXPERTISE AND NEW 
TECHNOLOGIES.
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Airplane Recycling Efforts 
benefit boeing operators

Airplane life‑cycle considerations are an important 
part of Boeing’s strategic environ mental efforts.  
In support of this strategy, Boeing initially 
conducted a field survey of companies involved  
in older fleet management and airplane scrapping. 
Boeing began to focus its efforts on older fleet 
management with a group of companies that 
shared a vision for the safe and environmentally 
progressive management of the world’s aging 
airplane fleet. 

By William Carberry 
Project Manager, Aircraft and Composite Recycling

these efforts evolved into the development of a 
nonprofit industry association called the Aircraft 
Fleet recycling Association (AFrA), whose mission 
is to enable airlines to manage their retired air
planes in an environmentally responsible way while 
maximizing the value of aging commercial airplanes.

environmental protection is more and more 
important around the world. AFrA was formed in 
2006 partly in response to operators’ desire for 
clear guidance on the most effective and efficient 
methods to retire their airplanes. in the two years 
since its inception, AFrA has produced a “best 
management practice” document on the manage
ment of used airplanes, reclaimed parts, and 
defined minimum performance standards for 
companies that manage endofservice airplanes. 
this article will explore AFrA’s origins and objec
tives, provide examples of the best practices it has 
developed and the resulting accreditation program 
for airplane scrapping operations, and explain  
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the benefits to boeing operators of working with  
AFrAaccredited companies when retiring airplanes 
from their boeing fleets. 

the economicS of  
airplane recycling

boeing’s initial interest in airplane recycling began 
in the desert, where retired airplanes are typically 
parked. boeing wanted to find out what happened 
to airplanes that had left revenue service and why 
operators often left the airplanes untouched.

the findings showed that most airplanes were 
parked for a variety of economic reasons. Without 
an effective airplane recycling program, operators 
were unaware of the value of recovered materials. 
in fact, they had a financial incentive to park air
planes when it became obvious they would never 
reenter revenue service.

For example, a twinaisle transport that an air
line grounds temporarily for economic reasons may 
have a book value of uS$25 million. the owner 
looks for a buyer who could use the airplane for 
cargo. As time goes on and the airplane’s appeal 
in the used airplane market decreases, the owner 
starts cutting back on costs, such as maintenance. 

eventually, the airplane deteriorates into a 
condition that makes it impractical to be returned 
to airworthiness. yet the owner still has it valued at 
uS$25 million for accounting purposes, and as soon 
as it is designated for scrap, it will immediately lose 
as much as 75 percent of its value. Although the 
airline may be able to recover uS$5 million to 
uS$7 million for the engines, rotable parts, and 
scrap metal, the remaining value must be written 
off. in essence, it is cheaper on an accounting 
basis to leave the airplane in the desert than it is 
to scrap and recycle it.

However, once an airplane is designated for 
scrapping, airlines have tended to choose the  
least expensive solution. to meet that demand,  
a business seg ment developed that focused on 
scrapping airplanes at a low cost with little or  
no consid eration of recycling.

However, boeing believed that airplanes could 
be recycled in a way that offered both economic 
advantages to operators and environmental bene
fits. boeing’s research showed that the most 
effective way to maximize airplane recycling would 
be to develop solutions in a collaborative fashion 
with companies that are already effectively engaged 
in that activity. by integrating and growing indus try 
expertise and by advancing and accelerating prom
ising new technologies, boeing’s goal is to achieve 
90 to 95 percent recyclability of the world’s fleet 
by 2012 with the materials recovered in these 
recycled airplanes directed toward highvalue 
commercial manufacturing applications. 

the promise of  
recycled carbon fiber

the introduction of the largely composite boeing 
787 Dreamliner presents new opportunities in com
posite recycling. For the past several years, boeing 
has been working with a number of thirdparty 
technology firms on the recycling of aerospace
grade composites. boeing began these efforts in 
2004 with the first tests using scrap carbonfiber
reinforcedplastic (cFrp) composite from retired 
F18A airplanes. more recent tests have used 777 
and 787 composite manufacturing scrap. boeing 
research has demon strated not only that the car
bon fibers in cFrp can be recovered, but that the 
fiber’s surface characteristics, bondability with 

new resin, and overall quality are comparable to 
that of new fiber and suitable for use in highend 
industrial manufacturing. 

recent boeing research has focused on  
using recycled 777 and 787 cFrp in highend 
industrial manufacturing applications that include 
electronics casings using required radio frequency 
shielding and highend automobile parts. boeing 
has started testing recycled carbon fiber in non
structural components of commercial airplanes 
and military aircraft.

the research has shown that the reclaimed 
fibers serve as a viable replacement for new  

fiber in many highend industrial manufacturing 
processes, and offer a significant savings of money 
and carbon dioxide. recycling carbon fiber can  
be done at approximately 70 percent of the cost 
and using less than 5 percent of the electricity 
required to make new carbon fiber (see fig. 1).  
if the 2 mil lion pounds of carbon fiber scrap that 
commercial jet manufacturing is estimated to 
generate in 2014 is recovered, recycled, and 
substituted for virgin fiber in manufacturing 
applications, it will save enough electricity to 
power 175,000 typical homes a year.
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the evolution of afra

in 2006, boeing and 10 other aerospace companies 
formed AFrA with a common commitment to 
improve the way older airplanes are managed.  
this international cooperative effort was facilitated 
by boeing to leverage the experience of the 
founding members to develop and implement 
environ mentally progressive recycling procedures. 
AFrA now has 34 members throughout the world, 
including France, ireland, the netherlands, South 
Africa, Switzerland, turkey, the united Kingdom, 
and the united States. it is funded exclusively by 
its members and by revenue from its audit and 
accreditation program. AFrA membership is open 
to any company with a primary business focus on 
the world’s aging fleet, and to university groups 
and technology companies that are developing 
improved airplane recycling processes.

AFrA’s objectives include addressing the 
environmental concerns of retired airplanes and 
creating and sharing upgraded processes. AFrA 
provides owners of aging airplanes with audits of  
a company’s performance relative to AFrA’s “best 
management practice” document to ensure that 
the company has the expertise and process fidelity 
to partout and dismantle an airplane in a safe, 
environmentally progressive, economically benefi
cial manner that will maximize value and minimize 
risk to the owner. 

these goals mesh with boeing’s objectives  
for airplane recycling, providing methods for safe 
parts recovery and environmentally responsible 
scrapping and recycling for airplanes that are  
not suitable for continued service (see fig. 2).  
the key is to greatly improve materials recovery 
from retired airplanes (and manufacturing scrap) 
and return that material to highend manufac
turing applications.

improving the proceSS of  
retiring airplaneS 

AFrA is dedicated to the concept that endof
service is not endoflife. its mission is to help 
airlines achieve the best return for their retired 
airplanes while promoting responsible recycling 
and developing safe and sustainable solutions for 
the reuse of airplane parts and assemblies from 
older airplanes.

the AFrA network provides complete and clear 
guidance for airplane owners to use when select
ing a company to manage their endofservice 
equipment — now and in the future. the associa
tion’s members share a commitment to improving 
older fleet asset management and fostering the 
recovery and the safe and environmentally pro
gres sive reuse of aerospace materials (see fig. 3). 

COMPARing viRgin AnD RECyClED CARBOn fiBER
Figure 1

COsT Of CARBOn fiBER

cost to manufacture

materials energy

Virgin carbon Fiber uS$15 – $30/pound (lb) 25 – 75 kilowatt hours (kWH)/lb

recycled carbon Fiber uS$8 – $12/lb 1.3 – 4.5 kWH/lb

Recycled chopped carbon fiber costs up to 70 percent less to produce and requires up to 98 percent less energy to manufacture than virgin chopped fiber.  
Yet, the performance of the two materials is comparable.
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Specifically, the group is dedicated to:

n Safe and environmentally responsible man
agement of the world’s aging and retired 
airplane fleet.

n Safe and economical return of airplanes, 
engines, and parts to revenue service.

n Safe return of engines and parts to the  
world fleet.

n Safe return of reclaimed materials (including 
composites, aluminum, and electronics)  
back into commercial manufacturing at 
maximum value.

n Safe scrapping of airplanes at dedicated sites 
with appropriate procedures, including parting 
out and decontamination (i.e., safely removing 
and managing the fluids that remain after an 
airplane has been parked for the last time).

Since AFrA’s inception, member organizations 
have remarketed (i.e., returned to service) approx
imately 2,000 airplanes and scrapped more than 

6,000 commercial airplanes and 1,000 military 
aircraft (including 800 tactical aircraft). AFrA 
members are currently processing 150 airplanes, 
containing 1,000 tons of airplane specialty alloys 
and 25,000 tons of airplane aluminum annually. 

“BeSt management practice” 
provideS emphaSiS for recycling

AFrA has published a document entitled “best 
management practice for management of used 
Aircraft parts and Assemblies” and has imple
mented an audit program that accredits companies 
that follow the minimum standards outlined in  
the document. the document and accreditation 
program outline specific guidelines to enhance the 
effective and responsible recycling of airplanes 
and provide a neutral thirdparty assessment of 
scrapping companies. 

For example, to become accredited by  
AFrA, airplane recycling facilities must have 

several key components built into their operational 
model, including:

n Adequate systems, resources, and documen
tation to safely disassemble an airplane in an 
environmentally responsible manner:
n Adequate containment for accidental spills.
n Adequate space so that, if the facility 

handles more than one airplane at a time, 
each airplane can be disassembled so 
there is no mixing of parts among projects.

n Designated areas to quarantine parts that 
are removed from an airplane before they 
can be inspected and properly tagged.

n Designated areas that have adequate static 
discharge protection for parts that need 
that type of storage.

n A sufficiently robust documentation and 
tagging system to track parts from the time 
they leave the airplane until they reach a 
used parts distributorship.

fOCUs Of BOEing AiRPlAnE RECyCling
Figure 2

Facilitate the development and implementation of more efficient recycling processes that:

mAXimize
the value of recovered materials

cHArActerize
reclaimed materials so they can be  
used as a feedstock for highgrade  

manufacturing applications

cApitAlize
on opportunities to use reclaimed materials  

in aerospace manufacturing
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sAfE AnD sUsTAinABlE sOlUTiOns 
Figure 3

AFRA advocates an airplane recycling process that 
emphasizes safe and economical return of airplanes, 
engines, and parts to revenue service (top), safe  
scrapping of airplanes (center), and maximizing the  
value of reclaimed materials (bottom).
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toDAy 1 2 3 Future tArget
mAteriAlS  

Are HArVeSteD
better recycling proceSSeS  

Are uSeD AcroSS inDuStry
recyclAte  

mAnuFActuring ApplicAtionS  
mAXimize recyclAte VAlue

endofservice scrap more efficient processes

manufacturing scrap

n Aluminum
n other metals
n plastics
n Wires and electronics
n carbon fiber composites

n personnel to perform the disassembly who 
have been trained in the disassembly infor
mation from the manufacturer’s technical 
manuals and who have access to the model
specific manuals and properly calibrated and 
maintained manufacturerspecified tools.

n internal systems and an adequate internal  
audit program to ensure that removed parts  
are properly inventoried and stored and that 
relevant regulations are followed for the juris
diction where the facility is located.

n Adequate procedures and safeguards to  
ensure that the asset is disassembled in an 
environmentally responsible manner and that 
materials recovered during the scrapping 
operation are recycled in accordance with  
the asset owner’s wishes. 

n AFrA has accredited five companies through 
July 2008: Air Salvage international (united 
Kingdom), europe Aviation (France), p3 Aviation 
(united Kingdom), Southern california Aviation 
(united States), and Volvo Aero (united States).

AFrA plans to develop similar documents speci
fying endofservice management procedures for 
engines and other major assemblies and define 
minimum requirements for written environmental 
and recycling plans. 

BenefitS for operatorS

AFrA has simplified the recycling process for 
airline customers seeking a responsible way to 
manage the airplanes that they retire by estab
lishing minimum standards for how airplanes  
 

should be dismantled. by choosing an AFrA
accredited facility to scrap out their airplane, the 
airplane owner has an assurance that the facility 
has the expertise and processes to ensure that 
fewer parts are damaged by being removed and 
handled incorrectly and that the parts of the air
plane that can’t be reused are managed in an 
environ mentally responsible manner. As a result, 
AFrA expects to maximize the value of reusable 
parts as airlines work to recertify used parts and 
install them in operational airplanes. 

AFrAaccredited companies are indepen dently 
audited and verified to use scrapping processes that 
maximize environmental responsibility. For exam ple, 
AFrA’s “best management practice for manage
ment of used Aircraft parts and Assem blies” 
specifies that “environmental concerns should  
be addressed through appropriate control tech
nologies with sufficient capacity to handle largest 

MOving TOWARD A 
MORE EffiCiEnT 
RECyCling PROCEss
Figure 4

AFRA’s goal is to achieve 
the highest possible 
commercial value for 
reclaimed materials, which 
would reduce the total cost 
of recycling airplanes for 
commercial airlines.

0%
Energy 
harvesting

0%
Aerospace

15%
High-grade 
industrial

50%
Low-grade 
industrial

35%
Landfill
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endofservice scrap more efficient processes

manufacturing scrap

n Aluminum
n other metals
n plastics
n Wires and electronics
n carbon fiber composites

liquid storage tank/system” on the airplane. the 
AFrA document not only defines the minimum 
standard but also suggests control technologies  
a facility might employ to meet the standard. in 
this example suggested options include:

n Fully protected ground surface.
n Stormwater runoff pathways physically 

protected with spill barrier equipment  
(e.g., drains, culverts, channels). 

n pumping and storage capacity immediately 
accessible.

n oil/water separator.
n Wastewater treatment with airplane fluid 

capabilities.
n Spill kits with sufficient absorptive materials.

Although there are additional costs involved with 
recycling airplanes in the manner dictated by AFrA, 
the group believes that these costs can be offset  
by the higher value of recyclates — recycled material 
that will be used to form new products — recovered 
by new recycling processes (see fig. 4). With boeing 
expecting some 8,500 commercial airplanes to be 
retired by 2025, AFrA hopes its efforts will benefit 
both airlines faced with endofservice airplanes and 
the environment by reducing the amount of airplane 
material that goes into landfills. 

Summary

boeing continues to work with AFrA, which is 
focused on safe and sustainable solutions for the 
reuse of airplane parts, assemblies, and recovered 
materials from retired airplanes, with the ultimate 
goal of improving industry sustainability. AFrA’s 
strong belief is that endofservice airplane  
owners will preferentially seek out com panies 
whose operators have been independently 
reviewed and accredited to embody the expertise 
and process fidelity that will realize greatest value 
at lowest risk. the organization publically distri
butes the infor ma tion and processes it develops  
in a series of documents on its Web site: 
www.AFrAAssociation.org. 

For more information, contact bill carberry  
at william.l.carberry@boeing.com. 

25%
Energy
harvesting

10%
Aerospace

45%
High-grade 
industrial

15%
Low-grade 
industrial

5%
Landfill
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AIRPLANE UTILIZATION  
AND TURN-TIME MODELS 
PROVIDE USEFUL  
INFORMATION FOR  
SCHEDULE, FLEET, AND  
OPER ATIONS PLANNING.
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Airplane utilization is a key performance indicator for 
airline operations and a significant differentiator  
for some business models. Airplane utilization is  
a function of a number of elements, including air
plane design features and characteristics, airline 
maintenance programs, airplane technical relia
bility, airline business philosophy, market demand 
characteristics, and availability of trained labor. 

traditionally, some carriers rely on more effi
cient airplane utilization based on pointtopoint 
service and faster airplane turnaround at the gate. 
improved airplane utilization helps spread fixed 
ownership costs over an increased number of 
trips, reducing costs per seatmile or per trip. 

airplane availaBility and 
turn‑timeS

Airplane availability is the total number of days in  
a given period, less downtime required for airplane 
maintenance. maintenance check intervals and 
check contents are key drivers for overall main
tenance program efficiency, which in turn impacts 
airplane availability. Airplane systems and com
ponents reliability further influence the down time 
required for additional maintenance. Airplane aging 
also leads to increased maintenance requirements 
and lower airplane availability. 

For planning purposes, it is useful to convert 
airplane availability from number of days to 
number of trips. in order to simplify the analysis, 
assume that the airplane performs all trips  
at a specific trip distance. based on airplane 
performance characteristics, average block time 
(defined as time from airplane pushback from the 
gate at origin to arrival at the gate at destination) 
for the trip can be estimated, using typical mission 
profile and speed schedule.

Economic Impact of
Airplane turntimes
By Mansoor Mirza 
Regional Director,  
Economic and financial Analysis group

Optimizing airplane utilization, which includes efficient airplane 
turn‑time at the gates, can help an airline maximize the large 
capital investment it has made in its airplanes. Efficient airplane 
utilization requires close coordination among an airline’s own  
fleet planning, schedules planning, passenger reservations,  
flight operations, ground operations, and airplane maintenance 
systems, as well as with air traffic controllers and airport  
authorities (see following article, “Improving Ramp/Terminal 
Operations for Shorter Turn‑Times”). Even a small reduction  
in turnaround time at the gate can produce impressive benefits, 
particularly for short‑haul carriers. 
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before an airplane can make another trip, it 
must remain at the gate to allow passengers to 
disembark, have cargo and baggage unloaded, 
have the airplane serviced, cargo and baggage 
loaded, and board passengers for the next trip. 
Averaged over a number of trips, this time at the 
gate is defined as average turntime. 

A typical hubandspoke system requires longer 
turntimes to allow for synchronization between 
the feeder network and trunk routes. this enables 
carriers to achieve higher load factors. on the 

other hand, carriers that typically rely on pointto
point service use a simplified fleet structure, fewer 
airplane types, and increased airplane utilization. 
With fewer airplane types, these carriers are better 
able to substitute airplanes in the event of an 
unplanned technical problem with an airplane. in 
order to optimize airplane utilization, pointtopoint 
carriers operate with significantly faster turntimes 
at the gate. it’s not unusual for a pointtopoint 
carrier to operate with turntimes that are half  
as long as hubandspoke carriers because turn
times influence the number of trips an airplane  
can make in a given period of time. 

Average block time for a given trip distance 
plus average turntime constitutes average elapsed 
time per trip for the airplane. Dividing airplane 
availability by average elapsed time for a given  
trip distance provides the maximum number of 
trips an airplane can complete in any given period. 
repeating these calculations for different trip 
distances using incremental turntimes in minutes 
provides a maximum number of trips for which  
an airplane is available, as a function of average 
trip distance (see solid lines in fig. 1).

AiRPlAnE AvAilABiliTy As A fUnCTiOn Of 
AvERAgE TRiP DisTAnCE
Figure 1

Airplane availability (in terms of number of trips) is quite 
sensitive to average turn-time for shorter average trip 
lengths. In this graphic, the solid lines represent the 
maximum number of annual trips for which an airplane  
is available as a function of average trip distance using 
various incremental turn-times. Additional operational 
factors further limit achievable airplane utilization which  
is captured in network efficiency factors. The dotted lines 
represent actual airplane utilization: airplane availability 
(maximum possible trips) multiplied by network efficiency 
(which is less than 100 percent by definition). 
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This graphic shows two examples of how different airline 
operating environments produce different network effi-
ciency factors. In this example, one airline (orange bars) 
operates airplanes more intensively between 6 a.m. and 
10 p.m. but has almost no utilization between 10 p.m.  
and 6 a.m. Another airline (turquoise bars) distributes 
departures relatively evenly throughout the 24-hour period, 
resulting in greater network efficiency.
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effect of network efficiency on 
airplane availaBility

Airplane availability — maximum number of trips 
possible — represents an extreme condition and 
assumes no other constraints and unlimited traffic 
demand. in reality, traffic demand is unequally 
distributed around the clock. lack of traffic demand 
and nighttime curfews limit airplane utilization at 
certain times of the day. Seasonality of demand 
implies less intense airplane utilization during 
certain months of the year. traffic rights, arrival/
departure slot restrictions, and other system 

limitations also restrict actual airplane utilization. 
All these factors combined create the network 
efficiency factor. Airplane availability (maximum 
possible trips) multiplied by the network efficiency 
factor (being less than 100 percent by definition) 
gives the actual airplane utilization (see dotted 
lines in fig. 1).

Flight departures may be distributed around 
the clock in very different ways, depending on the 
carrier (see fig. 2). For example, one airline may 
operate airplanes more intensively between 6 a.m. 
and 10 p.m. but have almost no utilization between 
10 p.m. and 6 a.m. Another airline may distribute 
departures relatively evenly throughout the 24hour 

period, resulting in a better network efficiency 
factor. this factor varies from operator to operator 
and by the business model the airline has adopted. 
Analysis of actual inservice data — such as 
annual utilization and average flight length — for  
a number of operators provides an opportunity to 
calibrate and benchmark the network efficiency 
factor for different business models. 

in figure 1, the actual utilization levels as a 
function of average trip distance and turntime are 
based on a 60 percent network efficiency factor, 
typical for most pointtopoint carriers. 

Operators who would like to take advantage of the cost 
savings and efficiencies of increased airplane utilization 
may want to start by educating their workforces about the 
positive effects of reducing turn-times.
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real‑world applicationS of 
airplane utilization 

Airplane utilization and turntime models provide 
useful information for schedule planning, fleet 
planning, operations planning, and economic and 
financial analysis. For example, using the utiliza
tion/turntime model for a pointtopoint carrier 
with an average turntime of 40 minutes gives  
an estimated utilization level of 2,304 trips  
per year with an average mission length of 
500 nautical miles. reducing the average turntime 

by just 10 minutes — from 40 to 30 minutes — 
improves the utilization level to 2,491 trips per 
year, an increase of 8.1 percent (see fig. 3).  
this efficiency can enable a carrier to reduce  
the number of air planes it needs to have in its  
fleet to make an equal number of trips.

With increased average trip distance, airplane 
utilization in terms of flight hours increases but 
number of trips per year decreases, reducing the 
potential savings from shorter turntimes. because 
of their average trip distances, pointtopoint car
riers can achieve greater airplane utilization than 
hubandspoke carriers (see fig. 4). the advantage 

is quite significant at around 20 percent for shorter 
mission lengths (approximately 500 miles) and 
reduces to about 10 percent for longer mission 
lengths (approximately 2,000 miles).

this increased utilization allows operators to 
distribute fixed ownership costs over higher num
ber of trips, effectively lowering airplanerelated 
operating costs (Aroc) compared to hubandspoke 
car riers. increasing airplane utilization by 20 per
cent effectively lowers Aroc by about 5 percent, a 
significant reduction. As mission lengths increase, 
this advantage decreases (see fig. 5). in fact, the 
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Reducing turn-time by 10 minutes with an average trip 
length of 500 nautical miles improves airplane utilization 
by 8 percent.

AiRPlAnE UTiliZATiOn PROfilE
Figure 4

Point-to-point carriers have a significant advantage in 
airplane utilization compared to carriers operating on a 
typical hub-and-spoke system.
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hubandspoke model, which requires relatively 
longer turntimes, offsets the disadvantage of 
lower airplane utilization by capturing higher load 
factors (see fig. 6).

how operatorS can increaSe 
airplane utilization

operators who would like to take advantage of 
the cost savings and efficiencies of increased 

airplane utilization may want to start by  
educating their workforces about the positive 
effects of reducing turntimes. For example,  
the airline may explain that saving 10 minutes  
on 2,000 trips per year means an additional 
20,000 minutes — or more than 300 hours — 
available for additional flights. more flights  
mean more paying passengers and, ultimately, 
more revenue. 

Summary

reducing airplane turntimes means more effi
cient airplane utilization, particularly for airlines 
that emphasize pointtopoint routes. benefits  
of shorter turntimes are significant for shorter 
average trip distances. For example, a 10minute 
faster average turntime can increase airplane 
utilization by 8 percent and lower Aroc for a 
typical singleaisle airplane by 2 percent.

For more information, please contact mansoor 
mirza at mansoor.mirza@boeing.com. 
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The greater airplane utilization that point-to-point carriers 
can achieve relative to hub-and-spoke carriers allows 
them to distribute fixed ownership costs over more trips, 
effectively lowering AROC. Increasing airplane utilization  
by 20 percent has the effect of lowering AROC by about 
5 percent. As mission lengths increase, this advantage 
decreases due to fewer opportunities to save time  
at the gate.

PAssEngER lOAD fACTORs fOR HUB-AnD-
sPOKE AnD POinT-TO-POinT CARRiERs
Figure 6

Although they have longer turn-times, hub-and-spoke 
carriers tend to have higher passenger load factors. 
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BOEING ENGINEERS LOOK  
AT ALL ASPECTS OF  
AN AIRLINE'S RAMP 
PROCEDURES TO FIND 
OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE 
SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY.
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ramp/terminal operation engineers at boeing are 
available to perform turntime studies for airlines. 
this feebased service is designed to increase 
oper ators’ awareness of the latest and most suc
cessful ramp operations processes and procedures 
and to keep them up to date on developments in 
ramp and groundsupport equipment (gSe).

this article provides an overview of these 
airplane turntime studies, details the turntime 
study process, and explains the benefits an 
operator can expect from a turntime study.

turn‑time Study overview

boeing performs onsite ramp/terminal operational 
efficiency evaluations for its customers. these 
individual evaluations, or studies, are designed to:

n Help airlines benchmark their technical status 
in terms of ensuring their awareness of the 
latest and most successful ramp operation 
processes and procedures.

n Keep airlines current on developments in gSe.
n identify areas of concern. 
n improve awareness of ramp safety. 
n recommend changes that can improve efficiency. 
n explore methods of implementing the 

recommended changes. 

in performing an evaluation, boeing engineers 
look at all aspects of an airline’s ramp procedures 
to identify opportunities to improve safety and 
effi ciency while attempting to eliminate the risk of 
damage to airplanes. the team assesses equip ment, 
procedures, and the time required to turn an air
plane. the goal is for the operator to achieve an 
efficient, economical, safe, and repeatable process. 

often, the solutions generated in an evaluation 
can be applied to other airplanes and other loca
tions. Studies can be conducted for any airport  
and for all models of boeing airplanes.

Improving 
ramp / terminal operations  
for Shorter turntimes 

Efficient, dependable ramp operations not only directly affect passengers’ 
satisfaction with an airline, but they also offer economic benefits, particularly 
for short‑haul carriers (see preceding article, “Economic Impact of Airplane 
Turn‑Times”). However, it can be difficult for airlines to achieve turn‑time 
reductions if they don’t fully understand the factors influencing airplane 
turnarounds. Boeing offers a service that analyzes turnarounds and provides 
recommendations to reduce turn‑times and improve ramp safety.

By Troy Barnett 
Principal Maintenance Engineer, 
Maintenance and ground Operations systems
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turn‑time Study proceSS

A turntime study typically includes a review of the 
following areas, with the airline determining which 
activities may require special attention:

n coordination and scheduling of labor.
n line maintenance.
n organizational structure.
n outstation (as required).
n quality assurance and control.
n ramp safety.
n ramp/terminal operations.
n technical policies and procedures.
n training.
n gSe.
n ramp policies and procedures.
n Sequence of events.

A study begins with a visit by a boeing team  
to an airline site and outstation to analyze detailed 
records on all aspects of the ramp operations 

(see fig. 1). using analytical methods and stan dards, 
the team then identifies inefficiencies and oppor tu
nities for improvement in the following areas:

n cabin grooming.
n cargo loading and unloading.
n Fueling.
n galley servicing.
n meal and beverage provisioning.
n passenger boarding and deplaning.
n potable water replenishment.
n preflight check.

the team also conducts detailed interviews 
with all levels of management and other ramp and 
terminal operations personnel. topics addressed 
include organization and job descriptions; employed 
policies and procedures; maintenance and over haul 
capabilities; and gSe, safety, and performance 
measurement methods. 

the boeing team uses a variety of criteria 
during the study, including the international Air 

transpor ta tion Association’s Airport Handling manual, 
actual airline observations, boeingrecommended 
practices and procedures, accepted industry stan
dards, and knowledge of ramp handling operations 
and gSe requirements.

At the conclusion of a ramp/terminal operation 
analysis, the boeing team verbally debriefs the 
airline’s management on the significant findings. 
the airline also receives a written report approxi
mately 30 days after the onsite evaluation. reports 
typically range from 50 to 80 pages and provide 
detailed findings, observed and proposed time lines, 
and recommendations (see fig. 2). Airline findings 
are strictly treated as proprietary infor mation and 
not shared with other airlines.

BenefitS of turn‑time StudieS

turntime studies provide operators with detailed 
recommendations on how individual tasks can be 

TyPiCAl nExT-
gEnERATiOn 737 
TURn-TiME 
sERviCing 
ARRAngEMEnT
Figure 1

A Boeing team analyzes an 
operator’s ramp operations 
to help reduce average 
turn-times and increase 
airplane utilization.

1  not required if auxiliary power unit is in use 
2  Sequence fueling with cargo loading

E  electrical 
AC Airconditioning 
As Air start 
f  Fuel 
T  toilet service 
P  potable water
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improved and how multiple tasks can be coordi
nated to permit optimum ramp/terminal operations 
and improve airplane utilization. these studies 
enable airlines to compare their methods and 
performance to that of other operators, obtain an 
independent review of operations and processes, 
and identify problems and prioritize solutions. 
Airlines can realize a number of benefits from 
turntime studies, including:

n efficient, repeatable, and safe turnaround oper a
tion on the ramp and inside the airport terminal.

n possibility of additional revenue and additional 
flights per day.

n reduced “ramp rash” through safety aware
ness and recurrent training.

n Safer ramp/terminal infrastructure, equipment, 
and operations.

n Fuel savings through reduced auxiliary power 
unit usage.

n reduced airplane scheduling conflicts on the 
ground and at the gates.

n reduced gate time for airplanes during 
turnaround operations.

n maximized gate usage during peak opera
tional times.

n improved passenger satisfaction.
n proper use and availability of gSe.
n better utilization of ramp personnel.
n increased management awareness of ramp 

and terminal operations.

As outlined in the preceding article, “economic 
impact of Airplane turntimes,” airplane turntime 
studies can also help an airline keep airplanes 
earning revenue during a greater portion of their 
duty cycle. the time recovered may even allow an 
additional flight at the end of the day. in one actual 
case, boeing helped an airline increase its number 
of quick turns (a turn accomplished in 30 minutes 
or less in most stations) by 33 percent.

Summary

A boeing team is available onsite to assist oper
ators in optimizing their airplane turntimes by 
using analytical methods and standards to improve 
individual tasks and coordinate multiple events on 
the ramp. boeing can perform this feebased turn
time analysis for all models of boeing airplanes. 
these studies incorporate airline maintenance, 
airline policy, government regulatory requirements, 
and gSe availability. At the conclusion, boeing will 
provide the operator with a detailed written report 
documenting the findings and recommendations 
as well as an implementa tion plan to reduce over
all turntimes.

For more information, please contact troy 
barnett at troy.a.barnett@boeing.com or view his 
Web site at http://www.boeing.com/commercial/
ams/mss/brochures/turntime.html. 
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Each turn-time study includes a detailed written report  
with specific recommendations, such as this flow chart,  
on how an airline can improve turn-times.

n = position equipment  n = critical path PARAMETERs
n 142 passengers off, 121 passengers on
n 2 doors used to deplane and enplane
n 1 galley service truck
n 1 lavatory service truck
n 1 potable water service truck

nOTE
n Belt loader used at cargo hold
n Aft galley, potable water, and lavatory service 

complete before passenger boarding

1  not required if auxiliary power unit is in use 
2  Sequence fueling with cargo loading
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THE DIFFERENCE  
BETWEEN HIGHER AND  
LOWER FLAP SETTING 
CONFIGURATIONS MAY  
SEEM SMALL, BUT AT  
TODAY'S FUEL PRICES  
THE SAVINGS CAN BE 
SUBSTANTIAL.
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this article discusses strategies for fuel savings 
during the takeoff and climb phases of flight. 
Subse quent articles in this series will deal with  
the descent, approach, and landing phases of 
flight, as well as auxiliarypowerunit usage 
strategies. the first article in this series, “cost 
index explained,” appeared in the secondquarter 
2007 AERO. it was followed by “cruise Flight” in 
the fourthquarter 2007 issue.

takeoff and climB fuel 
conServation StrategieS

in the past, when the price of jet fuel increased  
by 20 to 30 cents per u.S. gallon, airlines did not 
concern themselves with fuel conservation in the 
takeoff and climb segment of the flight because it 
represents only 8 to 15 percent of the total time  
of a medium to longrange flight. 

but times have clearly changed. Jet fuel prices 
have increased over five times from 1990 to 2008. 
At this time, fuel is about 40 percent of a typical 
airline’s total operating cost. As a result, airlines 
are reviewing all phases of flight to determine how 
fuel burn savings can be gained in each phase  
and in total.

this article examines the takeoff and climb 
phase for four types of commercial airplanes  
to illustrate various takeoff and climb scenarios 
and how they impact fuel usage. these analyses 
look at shortrange (e.g., 717), mediumrange 
(e.g., 737800 with winglets), and longrange (e.g., 
777200 extended range and 747400) airplanes. 

An important consideration when seeking fuel 
savings in the takeoff and climb phase of flight is 
the takeoff flap setting. the lower the flap setting, 
the lower the drag, resulting in less fuel burned.  
Figure 1 shows the effect of takeoff flap setting on 

fuel burn from brake release to a pressure altitude 
of 10,000 feet (3,048 meters), assuming an accel
eration altitude of 3,000 feet (914 meters) above 
ground level (Agl). in all cases, however, the flap 
setting must be appropriate for the situation to 
ensure airplane safety. 

Higher flap setting configurations use more fuel 
than lower flap configurations. the difference is 
small, but at today’s prices the savings can be 
sub stantial — especially for airplanes that fly a 
high number of cycles each day. 

For example, an operator with a small fleet of 
717s which flies approximately 10 total cycles per 
day could save 320 pounds (145 kilograms) of fuel 
per day by changing its normal takeoff flaps set
ting from 18 to 5 degrees. With a fuel price of  
uS$3.70 per u.S. gallon, this would be approxi
mately uS$175 per day. Assuming each airplane  
 

Fuel Conservation  
Strategies:
takeoff and climb 
By William Roberson, senior safety Pilot, flight Operations; and 
James A. Johns, flight Operations Engineer, flight Operations Engineering

This article is the third in a series exploring fuel conservation strategies. 

Every takeoff is an opportunity to save fuel. If each takeoff and climb 
is performed efficiently, an airline can realize significant savings over 
time. But what constitutes an efficient takeoff? How should a climb 
be executed for maximum fuel savings? The most efficient flights 
actually begin long before the airplane is cleared for takeoff. 
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is flown 350 days per year, the airline could save 
approxi mately uS$61,000 a year. if an airline 
makes this change to a fleet of 717 airplanes  
that averages 200 cycles a day, it could save  
more than uS$1 million per year in fuel costs.

using these same assumptions on fuel price, 
the potential fuel savings for an operator of a small 
fleet of 747400s whose airplanes average a total 
of three cycles per day would be approximately 
420 u.S. pounds (191 kilograms) of fuel per day, 
or approximately uS$230. During a year, the 
operator could save approximately uS$84,000. 
these savings are not as dramatic as the short
range transport airplane, but clearly they increase 
as the fleet size or number of cycles grows. 

operators need to determine whether their  
fleet size and cycles are such that the savings 
would make it worthwhile to change procedures 
and pilot training. other important factors that 
determine whether or not it is advisable to change 
standard takeoff settings include obstacles 
clearance, runway length, airport noise, and 
departure procedures. 

Another area in the takeoff and climb phase 
where airlines can reduce fuel burn is in the 
climbout and cleanup operation. if the flight  
crew per forms acceleration and flap retraction  
at a lower altitude than the typical 3,000 feet 
(914 meters), the fuel burn is reduced because  
the drag is being reduced earlier in the climb 
out phase. 

comparing the fuel uSage of  
two Standard climB profileS

Figure 2 shows two standard climb profiles for  
each airplane. these simplified profiles are based 
on the international civil Aviation organization 
(icAo) procedures for Air navigation Services 
Aircraft operations (pAnSopS) noise Abatement 
Departure procedures (nADp) nADp 1 and nADp 2 
profiles. profile 1 is a climb with acceleration and flap 
retraction beginning at 3,000 feet (914 meters)  
Agl, which is the noise climbout procedure for 
closein noise monitors. profile 2 is a climb with 
accelera tion to flap retraction speed beginning at 
1,000 feet (305 meters) Agl, which is the noise 
climbout proce dure for farout noise monitors.  
As a general rule, when airplanes fly profile 2,  

tHe role of tHe 
fligHt crew in fuel 
conservation 

every area of an airline has a part to play in 
reducing the cost of the operation. but the flight 
crew has the most direct role in cutting the 
amount of fuel used on any given flight. 

the flight crew has opportunities to affect the 
amount of fuel used in every phase of flight 
without compromising safety. these phases 
include planning, ground operations, taxi out, 
takeoff, climb, cruise, descent, approach, landing, 
taxi in, and maintenance debrief.

top fuel conservation strategies for flight  
crews include:

n take only the fuel you need.
n minimize the use of the auxiliary power unit.
n taxi as efficiently as possible.
n take off and climb efficiently.
n Fly the airplane with minimal drag.
n choose routing carefully.
n Strive to maintain optimum altitude.
n Fly the proper cruise speed.
n Descend at the appropriate point.
n configure in a timely manner.
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 fUEl-sAving POTEnTiAl Of TWO CliMB PROfilEs
 Figure 2
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1
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2  5,086 (2,307)  148 (67)
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1

15
 14,513 (6,583)  – 

2  14,078 (6,386)  435 (197)

747400  725,000 (328,855)
1

10
 21,052 (9,549)  – 

2  20,532 (9,313)  520 (236)

747400 Freighter  790,000 (358,338)
1
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2  22,472 (10,193)  609 (276)
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20  6,539 (2,966)  150 (68)
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they use 3 to 4 percent less fuel than when  
flying profile 1.

Figure 3 shows the combined effect of using  
a lower takeoff flap setting and flying profile 2, 
compared to using a higher takeoff flap setting  
and flying profile 1. combining a lower takeoff  
flap setting with profile 2 saves approximately  
4 to 5 percent fuel compared to the higher takeoff 
flap setting and profile 1.

once the flaps are retracted, the crew should 
accelerate to maximum rate of climb speed. the 
737s with flight management computers (Fmc) 
provide this speed directly via the Fmc control 
display unit. All boeing flight crew training manuals 
provide guidance for maximum rate of climb speed. 
it can also be achieved by entering a cost index of 

zero in the Fmc. (See “cost index explained” in the 
secondquarter 2007 AERO.)

other conSiderationS

From a fuel consumption perspective, a fullthrust 
takeoff and a fullthrust climb profile offer the most 
fuel economy for an unrestricted climb. However, 
from an airline’s cost perspective, this must be 
balanced with engine degradation and time between 
overhauls, as well as guidance from the engine 
manufacturer. the airline’s engineering department 
must perform the analysis and provide direction to 
flight crews to minimize overall cost of operation 
when using takeoff derates or assumed tempera
ture takeoffs and climbs.

Summary

in a time when airlines are scrutinizing every 
aspect of flight to locate possible opportunities to 
save fuel, the takeoff and climb phases of flight 
should be considered as part of an overall fuel 
savings effort. the impact of incorporating fuel 
saving strategies into every phase of the operation 
can result in considerable cost reductions. 

boeing Flight operations engineering  
assists airlines’ flight operations departments  
in deter mining appropriate takeoff and climb 
profiles specific to their airplane models.  
For more infor mation, please contact  
Flightops.engineering@boeing.com 

EffECT Of COMBining TAKEOff AnD CliMB sTRATEgiEs
Figure 3

AiRPlAnE  
MODEl
 

TAKEOff  
gROss WEigHT 
Pounds (kilograms)

PROfilE 
TyPE

 

TAKEOff  
flAP sETTing

 

fUEl 
UsED

Pounds (kilograms)

fUEl 
DiffEREnTiAl

Pounds (kilograms)

717200  113,000 (51,256)
1 18  4,061 (1,842)  – 
2  5  3,859 (1,750)  202 (92)

737800 Winglets  160,000 (72,575)
1 15  5,273 (2,392)  – 
2  5  5,069 (2,299)  204 (93)

777200 extended range  555,000 (249,476)
1 20  14,710 (6,672)  – 
2  5  14,018 (6,358)  692 (314)

747400  725,000 (328,855)
1 20  21,419 (9,715)  – 
2 10  20,532 (9,313)  887 (403)

747400 Freighter  790,000 (358,338)
1 20  23,558 (10,686)  – 
2 10  22,472 (10,193)  1,086 (493)
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THE NEW 747-8 INTERCONTINENTAL.

The new 747-8 is great news for everyone. In

addition to lowering operating costs for airlines 

and setting new standards of comfort for passengers,

the 747-8 will also be a welcome sight for airport

communities—significantly reducing noise and

environmental impact. It’s a cleaner flying, quieter

747. Great news that’s easy on your ears.
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